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Abstract
Climate warming experiments generally test the ecological effects of constant treatments while neglecting the

influence of more realistic patterns of environmental fluctuations. Thus, little is known regarding how the

temporal interaction between multiple episodes of thermal stress influences biotic interactions. We measured

the sensitivity of predation rate in an intertidal sea star to changing levels of temporal coincidence of

underwater and aerial thermal stress events. In laboratory trials, we controlled for intensity, variance and

temporal patterning of both underwater and aerial body temperature. Predation rate decreased as underwater

and aerial thermal stress episodes became temporally non-coincident, despite a similar intensity and variance

among treatments. Experiments under constant conditions were a poor predictor of more complex

environmental scenarios because of these strong temporal interactions. Such temporal interactions may be

widespread in various ecosystems, suggesting a strong need for empirical studies and models that link

environmental complexity, physiology, behaviour and species interactions.
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INTRODUCTION

Environmental stress is a fundamental factor shaping community

structure, biodiversity patterns and levels of ecosystem services

(Walther 2010). Stressful conditions alter the physiological ecology of

organisms, thereby influencing biotic interactions and initiating effects

that may cascade throughout the assemblage (Menge & Sutherland

1987). These functional links have been the focus of increased

attention due to the potential impacts of global environmental change

on species interactions such as predation and competition. How is

climate change influencing the response of organisms to environ-

mental stress? This simple question forces us to realise that some

components of environmental stress are still largely ignored. Climate

change includes not only a change in mean temperature and its

variance (Mearns et al. 1997) but also in the frequency and return time

of extreme weather events such as heat waves (Easterling et al. 2000;

Ganguly et al. 2009) and cold snaps (Wethey et al. 2011). However, the

ecological implications of this temporal environmental complexity

have been considered only rarely (Benedetti-Cecchi 2003; Denny et al.

2009).

There are at least two challenges to identifying the ecological effects

of climate-induced thermal stress. First, the impact of stress on the

physiological ecology of organisms is often estimated via experiments

conducted under constant conditions. Most organisms, however,

typically experience fluctuating thermal conditions in their natural

habitat. There is concern – and debate – about the pertinence of using

thermally constant treatments to estimate the influence of fluctuating

temperature on ecological processes (Bannerman et al. 2011; Fischer

et al. 2011; Niehaus et al. 2012). Resolving this debate necessitates

considering the range within which body temperature fluctuates

relative to the (non linear) thermal physiological response curve of

organisms (Neuwald & Valenzuela 2011). In addition, the pattern of

temporal variation of a factor might set its ecological influence.

A temperature change can be described by a change in its mean

intensity (average over a given period), its amplitude (variance around

the mean) and its temporal variance (return time) (Benedetti-Cecchi

2003; Denny et al. 2009). Several studies have quantified the biological

effects of changing variance while keeping mean conditions the same

(e.g. Brakefield & Kesbeke 1997; Ruel & Ayres 1999; Merakova &

Gvozdik 2009; Su et al. 2010; Duncan et al. 2011). But few have

investigated the effect of changing the temporal pattern of variation

while both mean and variance are kept at the same levels (e.g. Meats &

Kelly 2008). Very little is known, therefore, regarding the interac-

tive effects on biotic interactions of a change in mean, variance

and temporal patterns (Benedetti-Cecchi et al. 2006; Kearney et al.

2012).

Second, organisms are exposed to multiple stresses in their natural

habitat. Interactive effects between the mean intensity of several

stressors have been documented in various systems (Zvereva &

Kozlov 2006; Crain et al. 2008; Tylianakis et al. 2008). Nevertheless,

the level of stress for each environmental variable fluctuates in time

and space, and different stresses are correlated with each other to

varying degrees (Denny et al. 2009, 2011). The temporal pattern of

occurrence of a stress relative to others has been shown to affect the

diversity and composition of benthic stream assemblages (Garcia

Molinos & Donohue 2010) and to cause physiological stress and

mortality in intertidal organisms (Denny et al. 2009; Williams et al.

2011). In these studies, different terms were used to characterise

whether or not several stressors occur at the same time, such as

�temporal synchronisation� (Garcia Molinos & Donohue 2010) and
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�chance coincidence� or �co-occurrence� (Denny et al. 2009). Here, we

use the term �temporal coincidence� which incorporates the entire

range of occurrence probabilities. The influence of temporal

coincidence between stressors on biotic interactions remains, how-

ever, to be investigated.

In this study, we explored the interactive effects of terrestrial and

aquatic body temperature on the feeding rate of the sea star

Pisaster ochraceus, a keystone intertidal predator (Paine 1966). Intertidal

organisms are alternatively exposed to aerial and underwater

conditions according to the tide cycle. At low tide, the body

temperature of ectotherms differs from ambient air or surface

temperature and can fluctuate drastically over short time intervals

(minutes), as it is driven by the interaction of multiple environmental

factors (Helmuth 1998). In contrast, because of the very high heat

conductivity of sea water, the body temperature of organisms that are

submerged equilibrates rapidly with water temperature, which

fluctuates over a longer time window (Pfister et al. 2007). The two

temperatures – body temperature when emersed at low tide (BTe) and

when immersed at high tide (BTi) – might be two distinct stressors, yet

it is not known whether or not these two stressors disturb the same

physiological pathways (Place et al. 2011). Thermal variations of

similar amplitude have been shown to have different effects on

processes such as thermal tolerance in air and underwater (Jones et al.

2009), suggesting that BTe and BTi can elicit different physiological

responses. BTe and BTi were both shown separately to influence

predation by the sea star P. ochraceus on its prey (Sanford 1999;

Pincebourde et al. 2008). However, very little is known regarding the

interactive effects of concomitant variation in BTe and BTi on the

strength of this or other species interactions (Yamane & Gilman

2009).

We tested the effects of extreme but non-lethal thermal events on

the feeding rate of the sea star P. ochraceus by manipulating exposure to

elevated BTe and BTi. We designed experiments under both constant

and fluctuating thermal conditions to identify which parameters

among mean, variance, temporal pattern and temporal coincidence

cause a shift in feeding rates, and to test whether these shifts observed

under fluctuating conditions can be predicted from assays conducted

under constant conditions. Based on field body temperature patterns

showing that BTe and BTi fluctuate independently, we first performed

an experiment with factorial combinations of �constant� low, mid and

high BTi and BTe. A second experiment tested the effects of

increasing complexity of the temporal fluctuations when: (i) only one

of the two conditions varied through time, (ii) the two conditions

fluctuated in phase through time, and (iii) the two conditions

fluctuated out of phase through time. These experiments were

designed to separate the effects of mean temperature, variance around

the mean and temporal patterning as well as the effect of the level of

temporal coincidence between elevated BTi and BTe on feeding rates.

Overall, our results indicate that the level of temporal coincidence

between two stressors strongly modulates feeding rates. This effect

could not be predicted from experiments conducted under constant

conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field temperature recordings

We recorded field body temperatures to characterise realistic

temperature treatments for our experiments, and to test whether

BTi and BTe are correlated with each other. Body temperatures were

measured at two different outer coast sites within the Bodega Marine

Reserve, Bodega Bay, CA, USA (38�19¢ N, 123�04¢ W). The first site

was sheltered from large waves due to its location inside a semi-

protected cove (Horseshoe Cove) while the second (�400 m North

from Horseshoe Cove) was fully exposed to breaking waves. Our aim

was to record temperature patterns at very different sites and not to

quantify the wave splash effect (see Appendix S1 in Supporting

Information). To estimate the body temperature of sea stars when

exposed at low tide (BTe), we used biomimetic dataloggers

previously shown to mimic accurately the thermal properties of

P. ochraceus (Pincebourde et al. 2008; Szathmary et al. 2009). Briefly,

the biomimetic datalogger consists of a solid foam disc (Aquazone

single-cell foam, Reilly Foam) with a height of 3.7 cm and a diameter

of 8.5 cm. Each unit contained a datalogger (i-Button, Maxim,

Sunnyvale, CA, USA) that measured temperature to the nearest

0.5 �C every 10 min.

We deployed biomimetic dataloggers at the wave-protected site in

2006 (July and August) and 2007 (March–July) and at the wave-

exposed site in only 2007. During each period, up to nine dataloggers

per site were fixed on flat rocky surfaces at different intertidal

elevations spanning the vertical range of P. ochraceus distribution at

these field sites (see Appendix S1). Sea water temperature (proxy for

BTi) was retrieved from the same dataloggers during immersion

periods, as determined by sorting temperature records based on

predicted still tidal elevations.

Experimental design

We sought to quantify the effects of body temperature patterns

measured in the field on sea star feeding rate. Laboratory

experiments were completed at the Bodega Marine Laboratory in

July and August 2007. The setup used for the two experiments

enabled us to control both BTi during high tide, using chilling ⁄ heat-

ing units (Sea Line SL-1000BH 1HP, Coral Reef Supply, Apple

Valley, CA, USA), and BTe during low tide, using 150 W heatwave

lamps (ceramic heat emitter, Rolf C. Hagen, Mansfield, MA, USA)

(see Appendix S2). Tidal cycles were simulated in 27 identical aquaria

(75 L) by alternating periods with aquaria full and nearly empty of

water. Animals were exposed to air daily for 6 h, which corresponds

to a realistic emersion period for low to mid-intertidal organisms in

this region (Pincebourde et al. 2008). Low tide was initiated 50 min

later on each subsequent day to mimic the natural tidal rhythm. High

tides lasted 18 h and 50 min.

We collected sea stars (Pisaster ochraceus) and California mussels

(Mytilus californianus) in early July 2007 from a rocky intertidal site near

the Bodega Marine Reserve. Sea stars were acclimated in aquaria for

seven days without food prior to the start of experiments at BTi

�13 �C and BTe �15 �C to place all animals in similar physiological

condition (no starvation effect was detected; see Appendix S3). Each

aquarium contained four sea stars, as in Pincebourde et al. (2008).

Mussels (mean shell length ± SD; Experiment 1: 49.0 ± 4.3 mm,

n = 2 059; Experiment 2: 49.7 ± 4.7 mm, n = 1 296) were added

into the aquaria during the first experimental low tide. Groups of 12

mussels were placed in Petri dishes (diameter 10 cm) five weeks

before the experiment to allow them to reattach their byssal threads to

the dish. Four Petri dishes were fixed in a similar position in each

aquarium. Sea stars were provided with food ad libitum throughout

the experiments by replacing the dishes in all aquaria at day 10 and
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otherwise when needed (no satiation effect was detected; see

Appendix S3). Sea star feeding was not altered by potential

temperature-induced changes in the physiological state of the mussels

(see Appendix S3).

At low tide, we adjusted the position of heat lamps (one per

aquarium) to control BTe which we checked every hour with an

infrared imaging camera (ThermaCAM 695, FLIR Systems, Boston,

MA, USA). Infrared measurements of body surface temperature

accurately predicted internal body temperature to within 1 �C (see

Appendix S4). Heat lamps were turned on after 1 h of aerial exposure

and adjusted to allow BTe to increase gradually until the experimental

temperature was reached after 3 h of emersion. This temperature was

then maintained throughout the last 3 h of aerial exposure. A

temperature datalogger (i-Button) was placed in each aquarium to

record BTi and air temperatures every 10 min. Wet body mass

(mean ± SD) of sea stars was 205.7 ± 49.1 g and 227.6 ± 45.2 g at

the start of Experiments 1 and 2, respectively (n = 108 sea stars for

each experiment).

Experiment 1: �Constant� conditions

Experiment 1 was designed to quantify the interactive effects of mean

BTi and BTe on the feeding rate of P. ochraceus. The BTi and BTe levels

in each treatment were held constant throughout the experiment.

Aquaria were assigned randomly to one of the nine thermal treatments

that were maintained for 20 days (20 tide cycles, consisting of one low

tide followed by one high tide). Each aquarium was an independent

replicate (water was not recirculated among replicates). The nine

thermal treatments (n = 3 replicate aquaria per treatment) were

defined by crossing each BTi condition (10.3 ± 1 �C, 13.2 ± 0.4 �C

and 16.1 ± 0.5 �C) with each BTe condition (17.5 ± 1.7 �C,

23.6 ± 1.9 �C and 26.3 ± 1.9 �C). The lethal BTe limit of P. ochraceus

is 35 �C (Pincebourde et al. 2008).

Experiment 2: Fluctuating conditions

Experiment 2 measured the effects of temporal fluctuations in BTi

and BTe on the feeding rate of P. ochraceus. Independent aquaria were

assigned randomly to one of the nine treatments that were maintained

for 20 days (20 tide cycles, starting with a low tide). The nine

treatments (n = 3 replicate aquaria per treatment) were defined by

crossing three BTi conditions with three BTe conditions. Treatments

were designed to separate the effects of variance around mean

temperature, temporal patterning of temperature fluctuations for both

environments taken independently, and temporal coincidence level of

elevated BTi and BTe. The temporal variance (equivalent to the

�waiting or gap time�, Cook & Lawless 2007; and �return time�, Denny

et al. 2009) is used here to describe the temporal pattern of occurrence

of thermal events (e.g. the variance in the time interval between

successive extreme events; Benedetti-Cecchi et al. 2006) – which is not

to be confused with frequency (Benedetti-Cecchi 2003). For each

variable (BTi and BTe), the mean temperature was similar among the 9

treatments (Table 1). Among the three conditions of each variable,

one corresponded to constant temperature (named BTe-Constant and

BTi-Constant; Fig. 1a) to serve as a control for the two other

conditions that had a large and equal variance but with a different

temporal patterning (Table 1). This control was therefore a replicate

of Experiment 1, used subsequently to test the statistical model (see

below).

The design of the fluctuating treatments mimicked realistic patterns

recorded in the field. The first fluctuating BTe condition (BTe-

Chronic) followed a step-function, with 10 extreme thermal events

occurring successively (long period of an oscillation) (Fig. 1b). The

second (BTe-Acute) was a short-period function with alternation

between two days of exposure to high BTe followed by two days

without stress and so on (Fig. 1c). These two designs followed the

observation that BTe can vary markedly between two successive low

tides (Pincebourde et al. 2008). BTe-Chronic and BTe-Acute had the

same mean and variance, and only their temporal patterning differed

(Table 1). In the two BTi conditions, we adopted long-period

functions with a smooth transition zone of 6 days to mimic the

comparatively slow rate of warming and cooling of sea water in the

field (White 2007): at the fastest, wind-driven upwelling events can

cause BTi to drop several degrees within a few days, and temperatures

warm at a similar rate during upwelling relaxations (Sanford 1999,

2002). The BTi-Down condition started with an 8-day period of

exposure to high BTi and finished with another 8-day period of

exposure to low BTi (Fig. 1b). The treatment BTi-Up was the reverse,

starting with cold water and finishing with warm water (Fig. 1c). BTi-

Down and BTi-Up had the same mean and variance, and only their

temporal trend differed (Table 1). These treatments were also

designed to measure the effect of temporal coincidence between

high BTi and high BTe (Fig. 2). For example, crossing BTe-Chronic

and BTi-Down conditions caused the two thermal stress episodes

Table 1 Statistical descriptors of fluctuating immersed (BTi) and emersed (BTe) body temperature treatments in Experiment 2. Mean, variance, number (n) of extreme events

and temporal patterning were calculated over the 20 days of the experiment. BTi and BTe extreme events corresponded to BTi > 15.5 �C and BTe > 24 �C. The temporal

patterning of the fluctuating temperature treatments was described using two parameters. The period of a sine wave function fitted to the temperature data quantified the

duration of a complete theoretical fluctuation cycle. The temporal variance was calculated as the variance in the hourly interval between each subsequent extreme event,

assuming that the hypothetical 21st day of the experiment was an extreme event. Compound statistics are given in Appendix S7.

Treatments

Basic descriptors Temporal patterning

Mean (�C) Variance around mean n extreme events Period (n tide cycles) Temporal variance

BTi
* BTi-Constant 13.6 0.1 0 0 0

BTi-Down 13.5 7.2 8 28.0 4767

BTi-Up 13.2 7.0 8 26.7 4767

BTe
* BTe-Constant 21.6 1.0 0 0 0

BTe-Chronic 21.5 15.4 10 23.5 2611

BTe-Acute 21.5 16.3 10 4.0 85

*Refer to Figs 1 and 2 for the name of treatments.
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(warm water and warm aerial body) to coincide in time (i.e. on the

same day). By contrast, the two stress episodes were non-coincident

when crossing BTe-Chronic and BTi-Up. Partial temporal coincidence

was obtained by crossing the two fluctuating BTi conditions with BTe-

Acute.

Estimating per capita feeding rate

We collected empty mussel shells in each aquarium during each low

tide to estimate the per capita feeding rates. Empty shells were dried,

weighed, and their dimensions were measured using callipers. The

amount of wet tissue consumed in a single mussel (A, in g) was

calculated from the following allometric relationship (linear regression

model established from a subset of 60 mussels collected at the same

study site; y = 0.01x - 4.18; P < 0.001, r2 = 0.91; Pincebourde et al.

2008)

A ¼ ½0:01ðL� wÞ – 4:18��E

where L and w are the shell length and width (mm), respectively, and

E is the empty shell mass (g). Per capita feeding rate was calculated by

dividing the total amount of mussel tissue consumed by the number

of sea stars in each aquarium.

Conceptual approach and statistical modelling

We established a statistical model to test whether feeding rate

recorded under constant temperatures (Experiment 1) can predict

accurately feeding rates in a fluctuating environment (Experiment 2).

This model was designed to predict the per capita feeding rate from

BTi and BTe during a single tidal cycle. Per capita feeding rates

measured in Experiment 1 were first expressed per tide cycle by

dividing the total feeding rates by the number of tide cycles. Then, a

LOWESS smoothing procedure was used (TableCurve 3D, Systat

Software Inc.) to interpolate a complete, high resolution data set from

these experimental data points within ranges BTi 10–17 �C and BTe

16–28 �C and with a 0.1 �C increment. Then, this interpolated model

was used to compute the per capita feeding rate for each tide cycle

(one low tide followed by one high tide) from the BTe-BTi pairs in

Experiment 2, to be compared to measurements in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2 was designed to test for multiple effects. First, we

focused on situations when only one factor fluctuated to quantify the
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Figure 1 Illustration of the treatments applied in Experiment 2:

�constant� (a), coincident (b) and partially coincident (c) treatments.

Each graph indicates the temperature fluctuations as averaged among

replicates. Peaks show emersed body temperature (BTe) during low

tides while baselines indicate immersed body temperature (BTi) during

high tides (upper insert). Colour lines depict the schematic represen-

tation of BTe and BTi conditions shown on the left and on the right,

respectively, which were crossed: (a) BTe-Constant · BTi-Constant,

(b) BTe-Chronic · BTi-Down; and (c) BTe-Acute · BTi-Up. The

three BTe and the three BTi conditions are presented. All nine

combinations are conceptualised in Fig. 2. Blue and red bands indicate

the thermal stress thresholds for BTi (at �15.5 �C) and BTe (at

�24 �C), respectively.
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effects of increased variance around the mean as well as the effects of

varying the temporal patterning of a single factor (Fig. 2). These cases

were obtained by crossing the fluctuating conditions of a factor (BTe-

Chronic and BTe-Acute, or BTi-Down and BTi-Up) with the constant

condition of the other factor (BTi-Constant or BTe-Constant,

respectively). Secondly, we focused on the effect of temporal

coincidence on feeding rate by crossing all fluctuating conditions

(BTe-Chronic and BTe-Acute, crossed with BTi-Down and BTi-Up).

These factorial experiments gave three levels of coincidence:

(completely) coincident (all extreme BTe and BTi events occurred

during the same tidal cycles), partially coincident (half of extreme BTe

events occurred when BTi was high) and non-coincident (extreme BTi

and BTe occurred during different periods) (Figs 1 and 2).

Statistical analysis

Field temperature measurements were analysed using Pearson�s
correlations to assess the level of correlation between BTi and BTe.

Mixed semidiurnal tides occur at Bodega Bay, corresponding to two

high and two low tides of unequal amplitude per day. Here, we included

the temperature recordings from the �low� low tide only, because most

loggers remained underwater or splashed by waves during �high� low

tides. Thus, this analysis considered the mean BTi during a high tide and

the maximal BTe reached at the end of the following low tide. These

correlations were made on the complete dataset of BTi-BTe pairs of

points (i.e. per logger, all tide cycles) to determine which combinations

of BTi-BTe values were observed in the field.

A two-factor ANOVA was performed to test the effect of BTi and

BTe on per capita feeding rates in �constant� conditions (Experiment 1).

A Tukey HSD test for multiple comparisons was used for pairwise

comparisons. In Experiment 2, the effects of variance, temporal

patterning and level of temporal coincidence on per capita feeding

rates were tested by running a one-factor ANOVA with a Tukey HSD

test for pairwise comparisons. Finally, in Experiment 2, the model

predictions and the corresponding experimental feeding rates were

compared with a paired t-test. For all tests, done in SYSTAT 10 (SPSS

Inc.), the level of significance was set to 0.05.

RESULTS

Field body temperatures

The daily maximal BTe ranged from 10 �C to 35 �C with only 10 and

8 days above 30 �C in the wave-protected and wave-exposed sites,

respectively (Fig. 3). Microclimatic conditions during low tide,

especially ambient air temperature and solar radiation, caused the

biomimetic loggers to be warmer than the cold sea water during spring

and summer (see Appendix S5). Daily BTi was weakly correlated with

maximal BTe at low intertidal elevation in the wave-protected site

(Pearson�s correlation: P = 0.002, coefficient = 0.20) (Fig. 3). This

correlation did not hold for mid and high intertidal elevations at this

site (Pearson�s correlation: P > 0.05 for all). By contrast, at the wave-

exposed site, a weak correlation between BTi and BTe was found only

at high intertidal elevation (Pearson�s correlation: P < 0.001, coeffi-

cient = 0.24). Overall, a wide range of BTi-BTe combinations were

observed in the field. Such relative independence justifies the BTi-BTe

combinations used in Experiments 1 and 2.
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Figure 3 Maximal emersed body temperature (BTe) during low tide, as measured

by biomimetic dataloggers, as function of mean immersed body temperature (BTi)

during the previous high tide in the field for the wave-protected (a) and the wave-

exposed (b) sites. Each point represents maximal BTe and mean BTi recorded by a

datalogger on a given day (�low� low tide, followed by high tide) at a given intertidal

elevation (circles: low-intertidal; crosses: mid-intertidal; triangles: high-intertidal

zone). A total of 724 and 449 temperatures were recorded from the wave-protected

and the wave-exposed sites, respectively. Some biomimetic loggers were lost

through dislodgment by waves at the wave-exposed site. Lines indicate equality of

temperatures.
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Figure 2 Conceptual approach of Experiment 2. This schematic indicates which

comparisons of thermal treatments allow assessment of the influence of variance

around the mean (double-headed arrows: comparison of constant vs. one factor-

varying treatments), temporal patterning (light grey boxes: comparison among one

factor-varying treatments) and level of temporal coincidence (dark grey box:

comparison among all two factors-varying treatments) on feeding rate. The

different thermal conditions are presented as in Fig. 1.
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Experiment 1: Feeding rate in constant conditions

The mean per capita feeding rate was strongly and interactively

influenced by both BTi and BTe in �constant� conditions (ANOVA:

F2,18 = 22.8 and 46.26 for BTi and BTe factors respectively,

P < 0.001 for both, interaction term BTi · BTe: F4,18 = 7.37,

P = 0.001) (Fig. 4; see Appendix S7). Feeding rate was higher at

BTi 13 �C than at 10 �C and 16 �C under low to moderate BTe. The

BTi effect, however, was altered by the strong effect of warm BTe that

substantially depressed the feeding rate. Cold water (10 �C) amelio-

rated the negative impact of high aerial thermal stress compared to

warm water (16 �C) (ANOVA, Tukey pairwise comparison: P = 0.03)

(Fig. 4). The LOWESS smoothing procedure (order: 2; count: 20)

indicated that maximum and minimum feeding rates occurred under

the following temperature ranges: [BTi �13 �C and BTe �17 �C] and

[BTi 14–16 �C and BTe �27 �C], respectively (Fig. 4) (LOWESS:

SSE = 2.45; r2 = 0.93; RMSE = 0.30 g, corresponding to a prediction

error of 6.45%).

Experiment 2: Feeding rate when one factor fluctuates

The two treatments with fluctuating BTi and constant BTe had a lower

per capita feeding rate compared to the purely �constant� situation

(ANOVA: F2,6 = 5.183, P = 0.04) (Fig. 5a vs. b). Therefore, augment-

ing the variance of BTi lowered the feeding rate of P. ochraceus. By

contrast, the comparison between the two fluctuating treatments (BTi-

Down and BTi-Up) suggests that the temporal patterning of BTi had

no influence on the feeding rate. In these treatments, experimental

feeding rates were predicted well by the statistical model (paired t-test:

P > 0.05, NS).

Fluctuating BTe also decreased the per capita feeding rate when

compared to the �constant� treatment (ANOVA: F2,6 = 14.76,

P = 0.005) (Fig. 5a vs. c). Again, increasing the variance of BTe led

to a depressed feeding rate while the temporal patterning (BTe-

Chronic vs. BTe-Acute) had no influence. The statistical model,

however, did poorly in predicting the experimental results when only

BTe fluctuated (paired t-test: P < 0.001).

Experiment 2: Feeding rate when two factors vary concomitantly

The per capita feeding rates obtained when both BTi and BTe

fluctuated were all lower than in the �constant� scenario. More

importantly, the level of temporal coincidence between the stressful

ranges of BTi and BTe influenced the feeding rate (ANOVA:

F4,10 = 27.78, P < 0.001). Surprisingly, the per capita feeding rate

decreased substantially as the two stressful episodes became tempo-

rally non-coincident (Fig. 5d). Feeding rates were predicted well by the

interpolation model when the two stressors were coincident (paired

t-test: P = 0.074, NS), but were not predicted accurately when

stressful episodes were partially or non-coincident (paired t-test:

P < 0.05 for all) (Fig. 5d).

DISCUSSION

Environmental fluctuations play a major role in driving ecological

processes that can affect the maintenance of biodiversity (Chesson &
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Figure 4 Per capita feeding rate of Pisaster ochraceus (expressed per tide cycle) as

function of emersed body temperature (BTe) and immersed body temperature (BTi)

treatments in the Experiment 1. The points represent experimental measurements.

The LOWESS smoothing interpolation procedure is shown, the colour indicating

the range of feeding rate for easier reading (from red, very low feeding rate, to

purple, very high feeding rate). The red and blue lines connecting the datapoints to

the interpolated model surface show the negative and positive (respectively)

residuals of datapoints to the interpolated model. The grid drawn on the

interpolated model surface represents ranges of 0.5 �C for the two variables (BTi

and BTe).
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Figure 5 Per capita feeding rate of Pisaster ochraceus (total for the 20 days) as

function of thermal treatments in Experiment 2. Black points represent

experimental means (± SD) and white squares indicate the predictions

(mean ± sd) of the interpolated model. (a) �Constant� condition (control: BTi-

Constant · BTe-Constant), (b and c) situations with only one of the two variables

varying (BTe-Constant crossed with BTi-Down and BTi-Up; BTi-Constant crossed

with BTe-Chronic and BTe-Acute), and (d) the two variables fluctuating with

different level of temporal coincidence. Complete coincidence (100%) corresponds

to BTe-Chronic · BTi-Down, partial coincidence to BTe-Acute · BTi-Down

(50% down) and BTe-Acute · BTi-Up (50% up), and non-coincidence (0%) to

BTe-Chronic x BTi-Up.
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Huntly 1997). Yet, the complexity of temporal fluctuations in

environmental stress creates major challenges for both modelling

and experimental studies of climate change effects (Kingsolver & Watt

1983; Williams et al. 2011). Here, we provide evidence for complex

interactive effects between two environmental stressors (aquatic and

terrestrial body temperatures) on the feeding rate of a keystone

predator. Our study is the first to separate experimentally the effects

on feeding rate of a change in mean intensity, variance, temporal

pattern and temporal coincidence of stress events. Overall, our results

highlight the limitations of using constant treatments in thermal

physiology and climate change experiments by showing the unex-

pected direction and amplitude of the temporal coincidence effect on

biotic interactions. In their natural habitat, organisms have various

strategies to adjust the thermal intensity and variance they experience

(e.g. behavioural and physiological thermoregulation; Kearney et al.

2009; Pincebourde et al. 2009) and possibly also to avoid the

(non)coincidence of different stressors.

The comparison of feeding rates obtained in Experiments 1 and 2

addresses the relevance of using constant conditions assays – which

are logistically easier to maintain – to predict biological mechanisms

under more realistic fluctuating environments. Overall, the temporal

non-coincidence of two stressors emerged as the main factor causing a

deviation between constant and fluctuating scenarios. The feeding

response curve, established from the �constant� temperature treat-

ments in Experiment 1, accurately predicted feeding rates only under a

few of the fluctuating scenarios, when only BTi varied and when both

stresses were temporally coincident. Otherwise, the response curve

model overestimated predation rates due to the failure of

incorporating the non-coincidence effects as well as the lasting

influence of high BTe (see below). Recently, Fischer et al. (2011)

noticed that a fluctuating temperature regime increased physiological

rates in a butterfly. By contrast, the feeding rate of P. ochraceus was

lower under the increased thermal variance scenario. Indeed, our

thermal treatments fluctuated around the mean up to extreme non-

lethal temperatures (BTi 16 �C and BTe 27 �C) which have the

strongest effect on predation rate due to the non linear relationship

between feeding rate and temperature. A similar effect of increased

variance on biotic interaction was also found in a modelling study

of a prey-predator relationship (White 2007) and on an epidemi-

ological system (Duncan et al. 2011). Fluctuations within an optimal

temperature range lead to higher physiological rates than fluctua-

tions reaching occasionally sublethal temperatures (Pincebourde et al.

2007).

The temporal coincidence level of the two stressors modulated

feeding rate. The physiological processes involved in the response to

temporal coincidence are not known. Nevertheless, the effect of high

BTe on feeding rate was found to last for at least several days after

exposure in P. ochraceus (Pincebourde et al. 2008). We hypothesise that

P. ochraceus requires a period free of any thermal stress to either

recover from, or compensate for the effects of past exposure. This

lasting effect of exposure to high BTe is supported by findings on

gene regulation dynamics associated with protein degradation and

rescue following resubmersion in an intertidal mussel species (Place

et al. 2011). In addition, cold water confers a bioenergetic advantage to

sea stars since their food-intake conversion efficiency remains high

while feeding rate is low (Sanford 1999, 2002). Therefore, episodes of

cold water occurring right after periods of concomitant high aerial and

underwater thermal stresses could optimise the capacity of P. ochraceus

to recover or compensate quickly. By contrast, in the non-coincident

treatment, sea stars experienced both the lasting influence of stressful

BTe and underwater stress during the second part of the experimental

period. In general, physiological processes associated with recovery

may continue for days after thermal stress episodes (e.g. Hsp

expression; Bahrndorff et al. 2009), and exposure to stress may

produce persistent changes (e.g. in the immune system; Karl et al.

2011). Therefore, any novel stressful event occurring during these

critical periods can have disproportionate consequences. More

generally, environmental interactive influences such as those reported

here are likely modulated by other factors such as nutrition (Fischer

et al. 2010) and CO2 (Zvereva & Kozlov 2006; Gooding et al. 2009).

The feeding response to the temporal coincidence of elevated BTi

and BTe is intriguing. This response occurred even though the overall

mean intensity and variance around the mean of BTi and BTe were

equal across the fluctuating thermal treatments. Predation rate was

strongly depressed when the two stressful episodes were temporally

non-coincident, i.e. when they followed each other in time without

overlapping. By contrast, predation rate was maximised (i.e. predicted

by the feeding response curve model) when the two stressful episodes

occurred during the same period. This result is consistent with the

conclusion reported by Garcia Molinos & Donohue (2010) regarding

the impact of temporal coincidence on stream benthic assemblages.

They found that the temporal coincidence of distinct disturbances did

not necessarily maximise the negative impact of compound pertur-

bations, most likely because biotic recovery was facilitated during the

undisturbed periods. Identifying the temporal interaction between

multiple stressors and their consequences for ecological systems is

highly critical in the context of environmental changes (Tylianakis

et al. 2008; Harley & Paine 2009; Williams et al. 2011). Yet, the role

played by the level of temporal coincidence, such as the one we report

here, is rarely considered when addressing the mechanisms underlying

climate change-induced ecological shifts (Denny et al. 2009). Non-

coincidence of multiple stressors could lead to �ecological surprises�
(Paine et al. 1998) because of the cascading effects from biotic

interactions to ecosystem functioning. Therefore, considering the

precise timing of stressful events relative to each other is essential

when addressing the effects of global change on organismal responses,

and ultimately species interactions and distributions. Temporality

appears to be a critical parameter in ecological systems including

multiple interacting stressors.

In this study, we teased apart complex interactions between the

aquatic and terrestrial daily thermal environments. Interestingly, our

results can potentially inform our understanding of the response of

purely terrestrial organisms that experience diel cycles of thermal

fluctuations analogous to that of low tide ⁄ high tide cycles. The

thermal environments during day and night are quite different. Night-

time temperature varies more slowly compared to daytime (body)

temperature mainly because of the influence of solar radiation. Higher

extreme temperatures are achieved during daytime while lower

extremes occur typically during night time. Thus, the environmental

statistics of nocturnal and diurnal thermal environment are affected

differently by global change (Easterling et al. 2000). Activities of

organisms are also usually different between these two periods. To

date, however, the relative effects of temperature variations during the

night and day on the eco-physiology of organisms or community

structure remain largely understudied (Alward et al. 1999; Meats &

Kelly 2008). Conceptual and experimental approaches such as those

developed here would likely improve our understanding of the

interactive effects of night- and day-time temperatures on ecological
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processes. More generally, such temporal interactions may be

widespread in numerous ecosystems, suggesting a strong need for

empirical studies and models that link environmental complexity,

physiology, behaviour and species interactions.
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